ELECTIONS COMMITTEE MEETING: 3/4/2018

Updates
- Tabling during voting
- Meeting availability
  - Doodle Poll
- Emailing deans
- Remedies - on website
  - Include sanctions, reprimands, and appeals “splash page”

New Business
- Financial Disclosures:
  - “Believe” ticket - anonymous donations
    - DELIBERATION for financial disclosure- deny financial disclosure. Resubmit with source of anonymous funding (example: link to go fund me page)
    - For all tickets - any anonymous funding sources must be cited (ex: go fund me, venmo, check in the mail, etc.). Failure to cite an anonymous source or failure to accurately report anonymity will result….. (unanimous)
  - “One UGA” - revenues
    - DELIBERATION for financial disclosure - deny. Resubmit with source of revenue (EX: my own bank account, mom, etc) (unanimous)
- Question posed by Gaby: If a student tweets/posts their support of a ticket, can that ticket retweet/share the post without an endorsements form? EX: I am a student athlete and I tweet in support of One UGA and One UGA retweets it saying “thanks for the support!”
  - DELIBERATION - better safe than sanction *cite code*
Question posed by “One UGA”: Are candidates/tickets allowed to speak in front of classes?

○ DELIBERATION - *cite code* you may speak in classes but not distribute campaign materials (unanimous)